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Overview of the Yale Starter Sub-Theme 
The Yale Templates are built using the Omega Base theme as the foundation for their architecture and design. Each 

template is unique in its own way, but the underlying features are consistent and provide a solid base theme for 

additional Custom Themes across campus. The following documentation provides an understanding of how the 

Yale Templates were built using the Omega Base theme.   

Here’s why we recommend using this as your starter theme: 

 Mobile ready – out of the box 

 More  regions than you will ever want or need 

 Most requested features out of the box – news feeds, video, photo galleries, etc.  

 Yale Fonts are preconfigured into the heading styles 

Using a YaleSites Template as your Base Theme 

The YaleSites  D7 templates are built on top of the Omega Core theme and the main CSS, grid system and 

JavaScripts have been modified.  Any of the three YaleSites Templates can be used as your base theme. Once you 

have downloaded the site with git, you can copy and paste the theme of your choice and adjust the .info, 

snapshot.png, and custom.css. You can also override theme functions and templates as with any Drupal theme.  

How the themes cascade and work together 

Omega (core base theme) 

Yale Omega Base (contains all Yale theme customizations) 

  Yale Standard (sub-theme) 

  Yale Boxed (sub-theme) 

  Yale Wide (sub-theme) 

  Your YaleSites Starter (sub-theme for starting custom themes) 

 Yale Omega Base contains the Yale 978 Grid, and all foundation Yale site styles, scripts and logo images. 

This theme’s main purpose is to feed those assets to the sub-themes. 

 The Yale sub-themes include 3 general purpose sub-themes plus a Starter sub-theme that may be used as 

a starting point for creating custom themes. 

 Using the Subthemes as Starter Themes —any of the sub-themes can be used as a starting point for 

custom designs. With custom themes you can override any of the JS scripts or CSS styles that originate in 

Yale Omega Base by adding these to your sub-theme’s .info file.  

Creating Multiple Layouts with Delta and Context 

For basic layout changes we strongly recommend using the Delta and Context modules rather than adding custom 

template files.  

Delta and Context allows you to create multiple layouts without physically touching a .tpl file in your Omega theme.  

For example, each of the YaleSites Templates has a home page without a Sidebar First region.  This was done by 

rearranging the regions and creating a Delta without the SideBar First region.  Then a Context module was used to 

assign the Delta to only be used on the Home page. 
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Adjusting the CSS 

There are two key CSS files that are used to create these themes and one for accent colors . If a completely different 

design is desired, a new global.css file should be added to the custom sub-theme. This will override the entire 

global.css file that is in Omega Base.  

global.css 

Use for Yale Omega Base to provide all the foundation styles for the zones, regions, etc. All of the main CSS 

styles for typography, content types and Views that are common to the sub-themes are contained in Yale 

Omega Base's style sheet, which you can browse to with your web browser: 

 http://yoursitename.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_omega_base/css/global.css 

custom.css 

Used for YaleSites Templates to override any styles in the Omega Core theme. Each sub-theme has 

slightly different theme settings and its own custom.css file that adds styling to Yale Omega Base. 

One way to customize a sub-theme is to copy the contents of its custom.css and enter those into 

the CSS Injector where colors, etc. can be modified. You could also turn off the custom.css file in 

the theme settings section under Toggle Styles so that only the styles in the injector will affect 

your site. You can browse to the custom.css files for each sub-theme, here: 

 http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_standard/css/custom.css 
 http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_boxed/css/custom.css 
 http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_wide/css/custom.css 

 

accents.css 

In addition, there is a separate style sheet for accent colors in Yale Omega Base. These styles are 

activated from the Design Options page on your site. You can browse to this style sheet as well and 

copy these into the CSS Injector to make further changes: 

 http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_omega_base/css/accents.css 

Adjusting the Javascript Files  

The same principle applies to the JavaScript files. New .js files should be added to the custom sub-theme folder and 

.info file and enabled under theme settings for the custom sub-theme.  

Omega Base includes a basic Modernizr script is that has the HTML5 Shiv and Touch detection. For all YaleSites 

Templates, the html.tpl.php template file has been modified to include Conditional HTML Classes, and mobile 

Touch Icons. 

  

http://yoursitename.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_omega_base/css/global.css
http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_standard/css/custom.css
http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_boxed/css/custom.css
http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_wide/css/custom.css
http://yalesites.yale.edu/sites/all/themes/yale_omega_base/css/accents.css
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Underlying Site Architecture 

 Grid Settings 

The standard 960 grid that ships with Omega has been replaced with the wider Yale 978-Grid. This 12 column grid 

has unit widths of 54 pixels with 15 pixel margins producing gutter spaces of 30 pixels. Custom sites can switch to 

the standard 960 grid or a different custom grid can be created if desired. See the Photoshop template file for the 

Yale 978-Grid. This grid uses Normal, Narrow and Fluid layouts with media queries, but does not use a wide layout. 

Zones and Regions 

Some changes to the zones and regions have been made from the standard Omega theme settings in order to align 

better with other Yale web sites. Zones and regions can still be moved around and re-configured with a custom 

theme. 

 The Topper: In the Header Section the User Bar zone and regions have been renamed to "Topper." The 

Topper First region is reserved and has the Yale University image included in it via a .tpl file that is in Yale 

Omega Base. The Topper Second region is on the right and holds the search box block, which can be 

changed. It is recommended that the Yale University logo be kept in its place for most sites. 

 Banner: The Branding zone and region have been renamed to "Banner" and this has the site title displayed 

in the Yale font. This text could be replaced using the site Logo option if an image better serves the theme's 

design. It's also possible to create an additional region for this zone, it just needs to be added to the .info 

file. For instance, you could have the site title in the first Banner region and a small menu in the second 

region to the right of the title. 

 Menu: The Menu zone and region is for the horizontal main nav bar, and is unchanged from the default. 

 The Content Section is changed from the Omega default and includes the Header zone rather than the 

Preface zone. The Header zone and first region are for the splash photo or slideshow on the homepage. This 

could also be used for splash images on landing pages. The second Header region is unused but is still 

available if you require it. The other Content regions are unchanged from the default. The Preface and 

Postscript zones and their regions are left unassigned, you can reassign these if your design can use them. 

 The Footer Section has been changed from the Omega default, and has 3 regions from left to right.  

o Footer First is reserved and has the Yale wordmark included in it via a .tpl file that is in Yale Omega 

Base. The Yale wordmark is a transparent PNG, and you can select a blue mark or a white one for 

use with blue backgrounds. Using the Yale wordmark in the footer is required on all Yale web sites, 

and must not be combined with other logos or texts.  

o Footer Second is also reserved and has our standard copyright notice. An additional line of 

information can be added to this via the Site Footer Message field under Site Information. This 

generates a block that needs to be moved to the Footer Second region on the Blocks admin page. It's 

also possible to override this region with a .tpl file in the sub-theme.  

o Footer Third holds a block menu with our social sharing icon buttons. This region is optional and 

can be changed as needed. 
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Zones and Regions for the YaleSites Standard Template 
In order to get the Sidebar Second region to display next to the Header image and content, adjustments needed to 

be made to the Yale Standard Template 

 Header Zone is disabled 

 Header Regions are unassigned and coded into the content region with a .tpl file.  

This is the only way to get a region inside a region at this time. 

Zone and Region Configuration 

HEADER SECTION 

 Topper Zone 

  Topper First, 4 columns 

  Topper Second, 8 columns 

   

 Banner Zone 

  Site Banner, 12 columns 

   

 Menu Zone 

  Menu, 12 columns 

 

CONTENT SECTION 

 Header Zone 

  Header First, 12 columns 

  Header Second (unused) 

  

 Content Zone (source ordered) 

  Content, 6 columns, position 2 

  Sidebar First, 3 columns, position 1 

  Sidebar Second, 3 columns, position 3  

 

FOOTER SECTION 

 Footer Zone 

  Footer First, 3 columns 

  Footer Second, 6 columns 

  Footer Third, 3 columns 

 

UNNASSIGNED ZONES 

 Preface Zone 

  Preface First 

  Preface Second 

  Preface Third 

 Postscript Zone 

  Postscript First 

  Postscript Second 

  Postscript Third 

  Postscript Fourth 

 


